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ARE YOU A COLLECTOR OF U S. & WORLDWIDE
STAMPS, COVERS REVENUES?
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AUCTION SCHEDULE
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Stamps & Postal History

We regularly offer Stamps, Revenues & Postal History in our
renowned “Especially for Specialists”® Public Auctions.
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for this and later
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Overseas
$18.00
$15.00
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$1.50
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We’re Fiscally
Responsible
as Both Buyers and
Sellers.
We Handle

• All Scott-listed U . S. Revenues
• Other U . S. Back-Of -The-Book
• Canadian Revenues
How do we sell?

• Through net price lists published

AUCTIONS WITH A DIFFERENCE
Revenues, Documents, Covers

•

six times yearly and offering
1,000s of individual items
By approval to ARA members

How can we help you?

Write for next catalog

RICHARD FRIEDBERG

H.J.W. Daugherty
P.O. Box 1146A, Eastham, Mass. , 02642

Masonic Building Suite 106
Meadville , PA 16335
814 - 724-5824
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Insurance
With Us?
members now
have the advantage of being able to insure your
valuable collections with the most experienced
philatelic insurance provider in the world .
Collectibles Insurance Agency has been
selected as your official insurance provider
because of our unblemished record of outstand ing service and claims handling. But there 's
much more to it than that...
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• Personal Help With All Of Your Collectible
Insurance Needs. Have your collectibles risks
personally analyzed by a true professional .
Weekdays even at night and on weekends
you can always reach Dan Walker with your
collection insurance questions and problems.
Discuss anything locks, alarms, loss claims,
the nature of your collection. Collectibles
Insurance Agency has 32 years of dealing with
collectors and their insurance needs. Best of all,
our owner is here to help you 365 days of the
year!
•Consistent Claims Settlement. If you’ve ever
had a loss you know the importance of maintaining your stamp insurance with CIA . Our Claims
Representative has settled our collector insurance
claims since 1982. This kind of consistent, yearto-year claims handling is vital to you . The single
most important factor in your stamp insurance is
the fairness and expediency of how claims are
handled when you experience a loss.
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NEW COVERAGES
OFFERED ! Yes, we
now offer you full
burglary and theft
coverage plus full
exhibition and travel
coverage . Also unattended auto up to
$
60,000 or to the extent
Whether your collection
of your exhibition and
contains some of the
travel coverage,
revenue world' s great
whichever is greater.
rarities or the most
common issues, it
Just three more reasons
deserves the fine,
you should keep your
inexpensive protection
stamp insurance right
we can provide.
where it is. ( Also: Do
not let others mislead
you . CIA ’ s insurance
Protect your collection carrier is authorized
in all 50 states .) These
with our inexpensive,
new coverages are only
easy- to-obtain insurance. Questions ? Here part of our new ability
to be much more
you will always be
able to talk to another competitive than ever
before . Watch for
stamp collector. Call ,
write, e - mail or fax us additional coming news
today—Or call us Toll about the unique CIA
insurance services.
Free today at
1 -888 - 837- 9537 .
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absolutely no
philatelic insurance provider
matches our 32year record of
service to our
hobby. Not only
is your stamp
collection insurance perfectly

safe with us-but
our coverages
and rates
are 100%
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THE CIA INTERNET
WEBSITE . Our complete range of services
including insurance
applications, appear at
our colorful site on the
Worid Wide Web .

Official insurance

Alffllfflltfo provider for the
Association

P.O. Box 1200 • Westminster MD 21158
Phone TOLL FREE: 1-888 -837 -9537
Fax : ( 410) 876- 9233
E - Mail: collectinsure@pipeline . com
Website: www.collectinsure.com

MICHAEL E. ALDRICH AUCTIONS
We offer quality United States Postage & United States Revenue Stamps.
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Consignments are always welcomed . Look to our company for
realizing great prices for your individual stamps. We offer a
professional service and fully illustrated color catalog .
Samples of our services are available with just a
phone call or a web site visit.
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Michael E . Aldrich Auctions, Inc.
P. O . Box 5089
Carefree, Arizona 85377
602-488-1616 Fax : 602-488-1684
e- mail: aldrich @ az.rcmi. net
www.aldrichstamps.com
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Black Diamond Mail Sale

This 7500+ lot minimum bid sale takes place 4 times a year and features
/ worldwide material. You have probably seen our 6 page ad in Linn's
/ you are missing out if you haven 't received our catalog. We feature photos of
numerous lots. Minimum bids begin at $ 15 and there should be something for
everyone . Watch for our collections and accumulations that we feature in each
sale .

Black Diamond , P.O . Box 5089, Carefree , Arizona 85377
602-488-1616/Fax : 602-488-1684
e- mail : aldrich @ az.rcmi .net
Web Site: www. aldrichstamps.com
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The Honey Industry Council of America Stamps
by Kenneth Pruess, ARA
In 1955, beekeepers in the United States
levied a voluntary tax on honey to obtain
funds for honey promotion and research .
Honey producers and dealers were each
asked to pay lc per 60 pounds ( 5 gallons ) ,
with all money given to the Honey Industry
Council of America . The history presented
here is based on short notes and ads found in
the beekeeping literature . This tax became
effective 1 August , 1955 ( Honey , 1955). But
instead of calling it a “ tax ” , it was referred to
as the “ check - off ’ program . Two sets of
stamps were prepared ( Figure 1) :
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Producer’s , printed in blue with red bee
25 c , 50 c , $1, $ 2, $5
Dealers , printed in brown with red bee
25 C , 50 c , $1, $2 , $5
Stamps have the imprint of American
Bank Note Company. Specimens exist of all
stamps in the first issue . Stamped “ speci men ” in blue and punched with a round hole ,
they also lack perforations between stamps
and selvage. Actual stamps are from sheets
perforated 12 V2 on all four sides. Sheet size is
still unknown , but was 5 x ??.
Because the tax applied only to commer cial beekeepers who produced large amounts
of honey which was sold wholesale to dealers ,
lower denominations were not prepared .
Stamps were sold to dealers who were ex -

pected to affix both the dealer ’s and
producer’s stamps to the remittance notice
given the producer . Thus stamps were used
as a receipt for the contribution made by
each .
Because relatively few firms participated
in the program , receipts fell far short of expectations. The tax was increased to 2 c effective April 1, 1960 ( Moffet, 1960 ). In 1962, at
the meeting of American Beekeeping Federa tion , an increase in the tax to 3 c per 60
pounds was approved ( Grout , 1962 ) . Root
(1962 ) cites the new rate but illustrates old
stamps. Two new sets of stamps were prepared in a modified design ( Figure 2 ) .
Producer’s , blue with red bee
25$ , $1, $5
Dealers’s , brown with red bee
25 C , $1, $5
There were two printings, 1962 and 1965
( Council , 1965 ) , with the 1962 issue first pic tured in an ad in 1963 ( American , 1963 ) .
Both printings were by Shelbyville Publish ing Co . , Shelbyville , Tennessee . It is un known if there were any differences between
these printings , but those in my possession
are ungummed in vertical coils of unknown
size , roulette 9
between stamps, and were
simply sent to the producer when he sold
honey to a participating dealer. It was reported ( Council ,1965 ) that some cooperating
industry participants were adding stamps to
their mail to help publicize the program , suggesting the possibility that one printing was
gummed .
Sale of stamps was inadequate to fund a
meaningful program and the program was
discontinued in early 1971 when the Honey
Industry Council could no longer pay for even
one person in a small office ( Institute , 1971;
Rodenberg, 1971) . The last ad which I found
( American , 1971) referring to stamps also appeared near that time . All of these stamps
seem quite scarce , but some may still reside
in the files of beekeepers. A search of com mercial beekeepers in your state just might
be productive , but I had no success in Ne braska . Small producers who bottled and
sold their own honey at retail probably never
participated in the program .
The American Revenuer , May 1999
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Literature in review
The Impressed Duty Stamps of Great
Britain: a priced catalogue of embossed
non- adhesive fiscal stamps ( 1694 to the
present time ) , 3 rd edition, by Josef
Schonfeld , William A. Barber and A. Frank
Brown ( ISBN 0 - 9613725- 4 - 0 ). 375 + xxv
pages, 8.5 x 11 inches, card cover, plastic
comb binding , priced , illustrated . Published
by William A . Barber . Available from
Willaim A. Barber ( 804 Sugar Maple Lane ,
Chesapeake , VA 23322 ) for $36 postpaid
(dealer discount for five or more copies ) or
from A. Frank Brown ( 7 Newland Road ,
Droitwich , Worcs . Eungland WR 9 7 AF ,
U . K.).
This work traces its roots back to the
1970 and 1972 volumes by Samuel B . Frank
and Josef Schonfeld. (A third 1974 volume
covered Ireland which is not included in the
current work but will be a future separate
publication . ) William Barber drew the illustrations and Marcus Samuel copies the offi cial records contained in over two dozen
registry books at Somerset House in Lon don . These records covered 1711 through
1923 and form the core of data from which
this catalog has evolved .
The second edition was authored by
Samuel Frank , Josef Schonfeld and William
The American Revenuer , May 1999

Barber. This edition was comprised of one
volume and was published in 1981. It did not
include the issues of Ireland .
Earlier records back to 1694 do not exist .
A. Frank Brown has pieced together much of
this information by examining various ar chives including those housed in County
Record Offices and churches . His work has
lead to the documentation of many previously unreported dies and styles . His re search has also yielded much information
about dates of usage and he has made additional extractions from the official Somerset
House and Stamp Office , London , records .
The third edition contains listings for
many new dies put into use since 1981 in cluding hundreds of dies up to £1, 000 , 000 .
The catalog is divided into three parts.
The first part consists of stamps that do not
have an inscription of a specific duty. These
are known officially as unappropriated dies
and to philatelists as General Duty dies .
The second section ( Part IA ) consists of the
decimal currency issues since 1971. These
dies include “ new pence ” values abbreviated

V’

The third section , Part II , lists the appropriated dies known to philatelists as Special
Literature / page 99
89

Facsimile labels of the
J C Ayer & Co medicine tax stamps
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by Andrew P Ferry, AHA
When the stamp tax on proprietary medicines was repealed , effective July 1, 1883
many of those manufacturers of proprietary
medicines who had arranged with the federal
government for use of private die stamps
were displeased by the prospect of having to
discontinue their use . The stamps had served
them for years as advertising media and as
agents that discouraged imitation of product
and packaging by competitors .
Some of these proprietors had their private dies modified , usually by eliminating
the words “U . S . Internal Revenue ” and by removing denominations of value. Labels of
this type closely resembled the revenue
stamps. In other instances , more extensive
alterations were made , so that although fea tures seen in the revenue stamps are
present , the labels bear only passing similar ity to them . In still other cases , new designs
90

bearing little or no resemblance to the rev enue stamps were introduced .
Some 15 years later , the advent of the
Spanish - American War set off a similar
round of activity . The War Revenue Bill of
1898 was introduced as a source of funding
for expenses incurred in the war. The Act of
April 2 , 1901, provided for annulment of
Schedule B ( the proprietary and documen tary taxes ) of the War Revenue Bill of 1898 ,
effective July 1, 1901. Several manufacturers
of proprietary medicines who had been using
private die stamps to pay the tax thereupon
arranged for preparation of facsimile labels
to replace the no longer required tax stamps.
The two most useful compilations of these
facsimile labels are the lists published by
Henry Holcombe ( 1944 ) and Sherwood
Springer ( 1963 ) . Holcombe ’s list ( which
seems to be less well known to collectors of
match and medicine stamps than is
The American Revenuer , May 1999

springer’s compilation ) was published pri vately during World War II. This list , which
demonstrates Holcombe’s usual scholarship,
is unillustrated , a circumstance he attributes
to “ ... essential war -time restrictions .. . ” that
sharply curtailed many civilian activities ,
Nevertheless, his detailed description of each
item provides (in all but a few instances ) a
solid grounding for a student of these labels .
In 1963, Springer published a list of the
known facsimile labels . This was repub lished , with several additions , in his third
edition (1964-1965 ) and in his seventh edition ( 1974 ) . Most of the listed facsimile labels
are illustrated .
Holcombe’s list was published 55 years
ago, in 1944. Springer’s most recent list appeared in 1974, a quarter of a century ago , In
the interim , a considerable number of previously undescribed facsimile labels have been
found . I plan to develop , beginning with this
report , a series of articles containing infor mation that will supplement the data in the
lists of Holcombe and Springer . I shall point
out some confusing and controversial points
published in previous accounts of these facsimile labels and will attempt to resolve
them wherever possible .
Neither Holcombe nor Springer indicated
whether or not he had personally seen each
of the items that appear in his list . With few
exceptions, I have personally examined each
of the facsimile labels included in the im pending series of articles . In those instances
in which I have not personally seen an item
that is included in my list , I shall point out
this circumstance .
I invite comments from the readership of
I he American Hevenuer regarding any items
in their possession , or to which they other wise have access , that I have failed to men tion in discussing the facsimile labels used by
the various firms . At this moment , the items
I have not seen , and in which I am particu larly interested , include the following
Springer numbers : ( a ) 31M 2 ( rouletted
Blow ); ( b ) 35M1 ( Brandreth on manila pa per ) ; ( c ) 88 M1 ( black Fleming ) ; and ( d )
200 M1 ( Ring ) .
The facsimile labels used by J . C . Ayer &
Co. are an appropriate place to begin . They
have first call alphabetically and are from
one of the most popular “ M & M” companies ,
Beyond that , their presentations in the lists
of Holcombe and Springer are incomplete
I he American Revenuer , May 1999

and include several amorphous aspects that
require clarification and amplification
,

The Ayer strip stamp facsimile: 4M 1
“ The Boston Revenue Book ” advises that
the W black Ayer strip stamp was first issued in May 1863 and was last issued on
January 24 , 1883 . The stamp ( on
watermarked paper ) is depicted in Figure 1.
On page 397 of his article about J . C . Ayer
& Co . published in the January 1938 issue of
Scott’s Monthly Journal , Holcombe describes
the genesis of the facsimile label the firm inProduced after the repeal of the stamp tax in
1883. He also describes this item , in more
detail , in his privately published list
( Holcombe , 1944 ) , as follows: “ Lithographed
in black , 140 x 14 /4 mm . , imperforate . Left
end remains unaltered . Numerals of value
deleted , in colorless letters on curved label at
top center Trade Mark’; on straight label
‘JULY 1883’; on curved label at bottom 'PRO PRIETARY’ similar to the stamp. Right end
has been replaced with 'Dose for Adults’ and
'Each Pill Contains:’. ” No illustration of this
item appears in either his 1938 article or in
his list that was published privately in 1944 .
Springer makes no mention at all of a fac-

I have seen only a few facsimiles
of RS4, the first one did not meet the
description provided by Holcombe,
• and because it has not been
described previously, I am reporting it
here ag a new discovery.

...

®

@

simile of the Ayer strip stamp in his 1963
catalogue . But in his third edition ( 19641965 ) and in his seventh edition ( 1974 ) he
does list a facsimile label of RS 4, and assigns
it number 4M1. Springer does not illustrate
this item .
All of this leaves the collector in an un settled state with respect to the facsimile la bel of the 1$ black Ayer strip stamp . Springer
offers no description other than “4M1 Black . ”
I have seen only a few facsimiles of RS4 , and
the first one did not meet the description pro vided by Holcombe . It is illustrated in Figure
1 ( center ) and because it has not been de91

scribed previously , I am reporting it here as a
new discovery.
This imperforate label , which I am tenta tively designating as 4M1, is lithographed in
black . It measures 133 x 15 mm . In the cen tral tablet , the numerals of value have been
eliminated . “ U.S. INTER . REV. ” has been re-

Figure 2. A
and B: This
wooden box
containing
Ayers Pills is
53 mm long .
Its lid is
sealed to the
bottom by a
4 M 2 Ayer
facsimile
label .
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placed by “ TRADE MARK , ” and “ ONE
CENT” by “JULY 1883.” The left and right
panels are unchanged . The facsimile label in
mv collection bears the notation . “ Dose 1 to
3, ” handstamped in red in the right panel
( Figure 1, middle ) .
I subsequently saw another type of the
Ayer facsimile label , both as a stamp that
had been removed from the medicine con tainer ( Figure 1, bottom ) and as a strip label
still reposing in situ on a box of Ayer’s Pills
( Figure 2 ) . This imperforate stamp measures
141 x 15 mm . The left panel is in the fashion
of the revenue stamp ( RS4d ) and of the fac-

simile label shown at the center of Figure 1,
the one tentatively designated as 4M1. The
central tablet is also in the style of 4M1. But
the right panel differs markedly from the
right panel of both the revenue stamp and
4 M1. The facsimile signature of J. C . Ayer &
Co . has been deleted , as have the thin lines of
ornamentation above and below the panel .
Also eliminated is the ornate design of foliated lathe work with a central ground of ver tical lines situated at the right end of the
panel . These have been replaced by dosing
information and a tabulation of the constitu ents of Ayers Pills ( Figure 1, bottom ) .
This facsimile label , which I am tenta tively designating as 4 M 2 , is , therefore , the
same as the one described by Holcombe in his
1938 article and in his list of facsimile labels
published privately in 1944 . ( Because
Springer did not describe or illustrate the
item he lists in his catalogue , it is not pos sible to say which of the two varieties I have
presented here he had in mind . ) I have seen
only one published illustration of an Ayer
strip stamp facsimile label . This appeared in
an article entitled “Scene Currently ” pub lished by Richard Riley in 1978. Although
the title of the article offered no intimation of
what the brief note was about , it turns out to
be concerned with the Ayer strip stamp facsimile label and is of the same type as that
described by Holcombe (1938 and 1944 ) and
illustrated by me at the bottom of Figure 1.
Shown in Figure 2 is another example of
this facsimile label in my collection . Sealing
the top of a pill box made of turned wood to
its bottom is a 4M2 facsimile label. At first
glance , I thought the “stamp” was merely a
part of an overall wrapper investing the con tainer , in the manner of the Soule wrapper
and the wrapper for Dr. C. W. Roback’s Scandinavian Blood Pills ( United States Proprietary Medicine Compan}0 . But closer
inspection showed that it was a strip facsimile label of 4 M 2 type . At the far left side of
Figure 2A , the left end of the stamp is just
overlapped by the right end of the stamp . The
central part of the photographic field depicts
the stamp’s left panel . The central tablet of
the stamp appears at the far right side of the
field . In Figure 2 B , the central tablet is
shown at the far left . The dosing and formu lary information occupying the “ stamp’s ”
right panel are present centrally and at the
far right , respectively . At the top of the box is
The American Revenuer , May 1999

a conventional paper
label advising that
Ayer ’ s Pills are a
purely vegetable ca thartic and that the
dose is 1 to 2 pills for
laxative effect , and 2 to
3 pills for cathartic ef fect. At the bottom of
the box is a scene from
a chemical laboratory
including glass vessels
of various types and
boxes labeled “ Ague
Cure , ” “ Cherry Pecto ral , ” “ Hair Vigor ” and
“Ayer’s Sarsaparilla . ”
Although the fac simile label I am tenta - Figure 3. The Ayer 4 (Z blue die cut stamp ( RS 9d ) is at the left . It is printed in deep blue . The
tively designating as facsimile label of this stamp ( 9 M 1 ) is present at the right . Being printed in ultramarine, it
appears paler than the blue revenue stamp . 120% actual size .
4M2 was described by
Holcombe 55 years ago,
and was illustrated by Riley 21 years ago, I in ultramarine , not in blue; ( 3) the numeral
am assigning the designation 4M1 to the dis- of value has been deleted , ( 4 ) “ U.S .” has been
covery copy of the new variety I am reporting replaced by “TRADE MARK ” ; (5) “ INTER .
in this article. I suspect that this facsimile REVENUE ” has been supplanted by
label ( center of Figure 1) antedates the vari- “ADOPTED”; and ( 6 ) “ FOUR CENTS” has
ety described by Holcombe and illustrated by been replaced by “JULY 1883.” There are
Riley . It resembles the obsolete revenue also other alterations that are less immedi stamp much more closely than does the vari- ately apparent .
ety described by Holcombe and Riley ,
Holcombe (1937 , 1938 and 1944) makes no
wherein the right panel has been replaced by mention of a facsimile label of the 4$ blue
dosing and formulary information ( Figure 1, stamp ( RS9 ) in either his article about the
bottom ). A second point is that the provision Ayer stamps or in his privately published
of formulary information of this type on the listing of facsimile labels . The facsimile label
package’s exterior probably reflects the influ - shown in Figure 3 is of exactly the same type
ence of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906 , as the one illustrated by Springer , and 9M1
again suggesting that this variety is of more is the appropriate designation for it.
recent vintage than the one shown in the
The Ayer imperforate stamp facsimile: 10M 1
middle of Figure 1.
I have not seen this item , and it is not
The Ayer die cut stamp facsimile: 9MI
listed by Springer.
The 4(t blue die cut stamp ( RS9 ) was first
Holcombe did not mention this facsimile
issued ( on old paper ) in April of 1863; the last label in his article about the Ayer Company
issue ( on watermarked paper ) was on April that was published in January 1938. Rut in
12 , 1883 ( Toppan , Deats and Holland , 1899 ). his list of facsimile labels that was published
Discovery of the stamp on experimental silk privately six years later ( Holcombe , 1944 ) , he
paper has been reported only recently ( Ferry , offers a description of it and places this fac1992 ) . The stamp is illustrated on simile label in his Class I ( i.e . , designs closely
watermarked paper in Figure 3.
resembling the private die stamps ). This is,
The only facsimile label I have seen of RS9 therefore , Holcombe’s number 1- 2 . His deis also illustrated in Figure 3. The overall scription , in its entirety , is as follows :
diameter is about 46 mm . The facsimile label “ ( RS10 ) Lithographed in black on manilla , 40
differs from the revenue stamp in that (1) it V2 mm . in diameter , uncut. Within 13 concenis lithographed , not engraved ; ( 2 ) it is printed tric lines of color is a broad , colorless, hori The American Revenuer , May 1999
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Figure 4 A. Ayer
advertising trade
card , circa 1880 .
The front of this
multicolored
ch ro mo11 thograp h
depicts the packag ing of Ayers Pills
and application of a
revenue strip stamp
to the pill box . Size
of design is 115 x 63
mm.

zontal label bearing facsimile signature ‘J. C . stamp . Beyond this , Holcombe says that the
Ayer & Co.5 ; above on long curved label in central circle is surrounded by 13 concentric
colorless capitals ‘TRADE MARK5; below this lines of color . With respect to the revenue
and above central band ‘ADOPTED ; below stamp , the authors of “The Boston Revenue
band ‘JULY 18835; numeral in oval disc de- Book ” advise that the central circle is framed
leted ; ‘PROPRIETARY on curved label at by a heavy colorless and colored line , outside
bottom , similar to stamp .
of which are 16 fine concentric lines of color ,
As mentioned previously , none of the fac- separated from each other by a colorless line.
simile labels in Holcombe’s list is illustrated . I can attest to the fact that the authors of
Judging from his description of the inscrip- “ The Boston Revenue Book ” are correct in
tions present on the facsimile label he in - their statement .
cludes in his list , the item at first seems to be
So, what was this facsimile label described
( except for its imperforate state ) identical to by Holcombe ? Compared to the revenue
Springer’s 9M1 and to the facsimile I have stamp it was ( a ) undersized ; ( b ) printed in
illustrated as 9 M1 in this article ( Figure 3). black ; ( c ) printed on manilla paper ; and ( 4 )
( Recall that no mention of a die cut facsimile was said to exhibit only 13 ( rather than 16 )
label appears in Holcombe’s list. )
concentric lines of color surrounding the cen But on further review of his article , a num - tral circular disc.
Holcombe does not mention anywhere in
ber of differences between the item he de scribes and the facsimile labels ( 9 M 1) his listing whether or not he personally saw
described by Springer and me are immedi - all of the items that are included in it . He
ately apparent . First of all , it is printed in does acknowledge , however , the help of othblack , rather than in ultramarine . And it is ers (some of whom he names ) in assembling
said to have been printed on “ manilla .” Then his list . The thought obtrudes that Holcombe
there is the matter of overall size . “The Bos- may not have seen this item , and may in ton Revenue Book ” gives the diameter of stead have settled for merely passing along a
RS10 as 46 mm . The copies of RS10 in my description provided to him by a colleague . In
collection range from 46 to 46.5 mm in diam - view of Holcombe’s great experience in this
eter . But Holcombe gives the diameter of the field , I believe it best to assume that al item he has included in his list of facsimile though he may have seen this item himself ,
labels as only 40 Vi mm . So , the item de- he may well have never seen it but simply
scribed by Holcombe is considerably smaller included in his list a description provided to
than either the revenue stamp ( RS10 ) or the him by a colleague.
Assuming that this item exists, an approfacsimile label ( 9 M1) of the die cut revenue
5

5

55
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priate designation for it would be “10 M1. ”
But until an illustration of it is published ,
together with an appropriate description , ca veat lector !

Comment
The Ayer firm was particularly aware of

the value of advertising. This is well exemplified by the firm ’s decision to use facsimile
labels of their medicine tax stamps after the
law was repealed in 1883. The almanac they
published annually for many decades is one
of the best known in the field . The Ayer ad vertising trade signs and advertising trade
cards are particularly attractive and sought
after . Paradoxically , most of the Ayer adver tising covers are neither particularly attractive or interesting.
The firm ’s advertising trade cards feature
dozens of different designs , almost all of
which are remarkably attractive. Many of
them are common , and are among the first to
be acquired by a beginning collector . This ad vertising medium reached its zenith in the
1880s and 1890s , when brilliantly colored
lithographed illustrations were used by
many companies. One of the most common of
the Ayer trade cards is especially germane to
this discussion of the Ayer medicine tax
stamps and their successors , the Ayer facsimile labels . The card ’s design measures 115
x 63 mm and is illustrated , slightly enlarged ,
in Figure 4. The front of this multicolored
card depicts seven young children packaging
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills ( Figure 4A ). At the left ,
two of them are placing the pills in the char acteristic oval wooden box. A third child
places the cover on a box that has been filled
with pills . Two others are seen applying
paste to an Ayer strip stamp preparatory to
affixing the stamp to the closed box . The next
child on the assembly line covers the
stamped box of pills with an outer wrapper ,
and the seventh child carries away the com pleted package .
Just what is the item to which two of the
children are applying paste? Is it the revenue
stamp , or is it the subsequently introduced
facsimile label thereof ? Well , it’s neither . The
facsimile labels ( Figure 1, middle and bot tom ) do not have numerals of value . But the
revenue stamp ( Figure 1, top ) and the trade
card do have numerals of value (1) in the cor ners at the periphery of the central tablet .
Only the right side of the central tablet is
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shown on the trade card . The “1” is readily
visible in the upper right corner , immediately below the fingertips of the child’s left
hand ( Figure 4A ). The “1” in the lower right
corner of the central tablet is present but indistinct , perhaps intentionally so . In the revenue stamp ( Figure 1, top ) the word “ REV. ”
is present in the arched band below the nu meral of value . But the word “ REV. ” does not
appear in this part of the item depicted on
the trade card , almost certainly because the
firm knew of the prohibition against so doing.
Instead , the arched band simply contains
several strokes of color . Still , the straight
band crossing the central tablet from left to
right does display the last three letters of the
word “CENT” ( Figure 4A ) , a word present on
the revenue stamp but not on the facsimile
labels ( Figure 1) . The arched band traversing

Figure 4 B .
The back of
the Ayer trade

caard explains
that although
the pills are
usually put up

in boxes,
under certain

circumstances
they are
dispensed in
glass vials
instead . A
revenue stamp
serves as a
cork seal .

A Y E R’S P I L L S
are the result of years of chemical

research and practical experiment.
They are compounded from the extract ed and concentrated virtues of purely
vegetable substances, and combine the
choicest cathartic principles in medicine,
in proportions accurately adjusted to
secure the best curative effects. They
are entirely free from croton oil , cal
omel , or other dangerous substances ;
j they are sugar coated and pleasant to
|
Sr take, and while sufficiently powerful
to act upon the most robust , are the
safest physic to employ for children and weakened
constitutions, where a gentle yet efficient cathartic
is required. They purify , invigorate and enrich
the blood , stimulate it to healthy circulation , and ,
if taken occasionally , keep the system in perfect
Mild , searching, and effectual , Ayer ’s
order!
Pills are specially adapted to the needs of the
Stomach , Liver, and Bowels, whose derangements
they prevent and cure. They are a sure remedy for
Costiveness, Jaundice, Indigestion , Headache , Dizzi ness, transient attacks ol Numbness, Biliousness,
and all other diseases resulting from a disordered
state of the Digestive Apparatus. As a Dinner Pill
they have no equal. Their extensive use by physi cians and by the people of all civilized nations, for
all the purposes of a family physic, proves Uie.ir
value as a reliable medicine for professional and
family use.
Ayer’s Pills are usually put up in oval weodtn
boxes , as represented on the face of this card ; but
for hot or damp climates , and for export , in
scaled glass vials , as above.
Prepared by Ur J . C. Ayer & Co. , Lowell ,
Mass;, U S? A
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine

-
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Figure 5A.
Letter sent by
Ayer to
Louisiana in

1850 .

the lower part of the central tablet bears the
word “PROPRIETARY” on both the revenue
stamp and the facsimile labels ( Figure 1) .
One would expect the last few letters of this
innocuous word to also appear in the corresponding part of the illustration depicted on
the trade card. Instead , none of those letters
appears , the band being occupied only by several vertical lines of color ( Figure 4A ). So, the
depicted strip is not the facsimile label .
Rather , it dates to the medicine stamp tax
era and has been altered judiciously by the
firm to avoid running afoul of federal regula tions.
Although I have owned this card for about
30 years long before I became interested in
I
private die proprietary medicine stamps
had never paid much attention to the mes sage on its back. But when reading it while
preparing this article , I found the explana tion for a statement by Richard Riley (1978 )
that had puzzled me . He mentioned that the
Ayer facsimile label he was illustrating had
been “...found on an original container as a
cork seal and was soaked off.” But neither
the pill box shown in the trade card ( Figure
4A) nor the pill box bearing the facsimile la bel (illustrated in Figure 2 ) has a cork seal .
The back of the trade card ( Figure 4B ) illustrates the answer to this seeming inconsistency. The firm advised that , “Ayer’s Pills
are usually put up in oval wooden boxes, as
represented on the face of this card ; but for

—
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hot or damp climates,
and for export , in
sealed glass vials, as
above ”
Thus , as the firm
carried over this practice of the tax era into
the post -tax era , Dr.
Riley’s example was
used as a seal over a
small glass vial de signed for use either
in the export trade or
in a hot or damp climate . I have one of
these bottles in my
collection . It is a
short , squat , aquama rine bottle measuring
18 x 24 x 52 mm , with
a wide mouth . One
side panel is em bossed “ AYER’S ” ; the other is embossed
“ PILLS.” The front panel is unembossed; the
rear panel is embossed , in two lines reading
down , “LOWELL/MASS. ”
The illustration on the back of the trade
card ( Figure 4 B ) shows how the revenue
stamp was placed on the bottle , serving as a
seal.
The last aspect about Ayer that I will discuss in this article is the matter of his signature, which appears so prominently and so
boldly on both his 10 private die strip stamp
and on one of the facsimile labels ( 4 M1)
thereof . In his article about the Ayer stamps,
Holcombe quotes Clarence Eagle with regard
to variations in the tail of the “y” in Ayer , and
the consequent designation of these varieties
as die I and die II.
One may wonder about how Ayer signed
his name in his everyday activities; that is,
when he was not in a more formal situation ,
such as the one he dealt with when he was
required to present Butler and Carpenter
with an example of his signature for use on
his private die stamps. Illustrated in Figure
5 is a letter in Ayer’s hand that he mailed to a
friend , Professor Wormersley , in Baton
Rouge , Louisiana , on March 30, 1850. The
letter bears the circular “10” blue handstamp
of Lowell , Massachusetts ( Figure 5A ). Written on pale blue paper , the letter is a per sonal one. Ayer advises the professor of how
he is missed by his colleagues in MassachuThe American Revenuer , May 1999

setts and brings him up - to-date on the status
of various members of the Ayer firm . Ayer
signed this personal , two paged letter using
his full first name , avoiding the more business -like initials that appear on his stamp
and elsewhere ( Figure 5B ) . This documents
how Ayer formed the “y” in his last name
some 12 years before he provided Butler and
Carpenter with a more studied example. And
inasmuch as he sent it to Cajun country , we
can borrow a word that is widely used in
Louisiana , “lagniappe , ” to designate this ad dition to an article about the Ayer facsimile
labels.
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Ayer’s signa ture at the end
of the letter
shown in A.

New Danish revenue catalog project
Claus Rafner has provided a rough outline
of a new Danish revenue stamp catalog
which he is working on . Some of the features
will include a bilingual English - Danish text
with background/handbook information in cluded . The main emphasis is on those tax
stamps which are strictly of a tax or duty
nature although there will be no details of
the tobacco and alcohol banderole tax stamps
which were described in his book published
last year . An addendum is planned to appear
shortly which will describ some of the famil iar stamps used for fee -type uses such as receipts for public services like broadcasting
and schools, vacation stamps and authorized
The American Revenuer , May 1999

ink discount stamps.
The following is a yet incomplete table of
contents:
I . Stamps of the ordinary document tax
1) Stamped paper ( introduced in 1657 )
2 ) Ordinary documentary stamps ( intro duced in 1862 )
3 ) Machine-denominated coils ( introduced in
1956 )

4 ) Meters ( introduced in 1969 )
5 ) Other kind of stamps and marks
II. Double invoice tax stamps
6 ) Blue stamps of stock exchange tax
7 ) Red stamps of jewelry tax
Danish catalog/ page 101
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Denmark

New designs of taxpoids are beginning to appear
by Paul Nelson, ARA
In his award - winning Handbook and
Catalog of Danish Tobacco and Alcohol Tax
Stamps from 1998 , published by Jay Smith

and Associates, Claus Rafner of Copenhagen
describes the round wafers illustrated here.
These first appeared in the early 1990s, and
were designed to be placed on top of the cork
seal of a wine bottle , where they will be destroyed upon opening the bottle.
These tax stamps are placed on the bottles
by the company that imports or wholesales
the product , since wines are not manufactured in Denmark . The round wafers are self adhesive , and are provided on a reel of liner
paper by the authorities to the buyers. They
are also provided with several cuts , to make
them more difficult to remove from a bottle
for possible reuse . The paper is white , with
blue and red security fibers , and with a wavy
line watermark . The background protection
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The old ( left ) design and the new ( right ) self -adhesive
taxpaids for wine. They are affixed over the cork on
a wine bottle.

pattern is light gray ; the printed text is in
brown and the logo and eight -digit company
identification number are in black ink . There
are two methods of printing the company
identification numbers ; press - printed and
ink -jet sprayed . There are three categories of
wines with different tax rates for each ; the
class is indicated on the tax stamp .
The logo is of a diamond , with three heraldic lions superimposed ; it is the logo of the
Danish National Customs and Tax Authorities which was created in 1990 when the Cus toms Authorities and the National Tax
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Authorities combined . This is called the
“Told*Skat ” type by Rafner . “Told ” is “ Cus toms” and “Skat ” is “Tax . ”
Illustrated here is a wafer for a 3A litre
bottle of wine of tax class 2 , with sulfites
added as a preservative .
In the first part of 1999 , a few yellow wafers began to appear on wines in Denmark .
Illustrated here is one such wafer . It’s also
for a % litre bottle of wine of tax class 2, with
sulfites as a preservative . The only textual
difference between these two illustrated wa fers is the eight digit company number , but
the design is significantly modified .
Claus and I surmised that the new designs, which in addition to a startling new
color and modern design , no longer have the
three heraldic lions superimposed on a dia mond , would eventually be used on other tax
stamps including long banderoles for wine
and spirits and for tobacco .
Claus wrote the customs authorities , who
recently contacted him to say that the yellow
wafers were introduced on January 11, 1999.
Round wafers of the earlier type are still
valid and available for use , subject to prior
sale , until December 31, 1999 . On January 1,
2000, round banderoles of this new type are
planned to be fully utilized for wines in Denmark . Stocks of wines in the shops, with the
old wafers, no doubt will be seen for some
time after the first of the year .
The next phase , covering the long banderoles for wine and spirits, follows later , but
no certain date has been decided yet. Finally ,
the banderoles used on smoking tobacco
products to include cigarettes , pipe tobacco ,
and smoking tobacco, as well as for cigarette
paper , will be redesigned . Smokeless tobacco
of different types is defined differently in the
European Community tax regulations , and
so is taxed differently , without the use of
banderoles , in Denmark. The stamps on ciga rette paper , are for control use only now ; they
have the logo but don’t use the word “ afgift”
in any form . The package of cigarette paper
carries this banderole only to show that it’s
been taxed in another way.
For reference , illustrated here are ex amples of the current Told*Skat long bandeThe American Revenuer , May 1999

The various types of taxpaids currently in
use in Denmark . It is anticipated that these
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stamps will be replaced with those of a new
design.
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roles for alcohol ( which come in many
sizes to fit different bottle volumes ) ,
and for tobacco and a control stamp for
cigarette paper .
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The reason cited for this series of
Nc-Wv
T £\
changes , according to the information
that Claus got from the customs
r
people , is that the logo with the lions
4
DA NMARK
I
on a diamond closely resembles the
coat of arms of a noble family in North ern Germany , who have complained
about that to the Danish government .
Since these tax stamps are in common and mation about these taxpaids , covers the al current use , and apparently Denmark will cohol taxpaids from their beginnings in
continue to utilize tax stamps for these com - 1928 and the tobacco taxpaids from their
modities, collectors who are looking for a new initial use in Denmark in 1912. Because of
field of study might wish to investigate them . the print on demand capability of Jay’s
Claus Rafners book is available from Jay publication process , it is probable that a
Smith and Associates in the United States, new edition of this handbook will follow in
and from other philatelic literature sources . a couple of years after the conversion to
The hardbound and profusely illustrated these new tax stamp designs is complete .
book , with about 150 pages of detailed infor '
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Literature / from page 89
Duty dies . These dies may indicate the type
of document it is used on ( Receipts ) , the office
where it is to be used ( Consular Service ) or
the act of Parliament for which the die was
created ( Finance Act 1963) .
Introductory material includes an expla nation of the catalog entries; a discussion of
semi - adhesives , non - adhesives , intermedi ates and adhesives ; lists of the stamp offices;
and , a glossary .
A basic price for a cut square is given .
Other factors can increase the value of the
The American Revenuer , May 1999

stamp but all variations are not listed. The
listings also include the date the die was
registered ( a proof taken and approved for
use ) along with a date when it went into
use and when it was last used ( or became
obsolete or destroyed as appropriate for
each die ) .
There are over 10 , 000 dies listed in this
catalog. Many were used for over fifty
years . This volume is a very necessary
guide to the collector .
Kenneth Trettin
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The American Revenue Association
Secretary's Report
The following report has been prepared by Eric
Jackson as acting secretary and his office staff .
They are in the process of converting records to
computer format so this and future reports may
vary in format until all of the records have been
converted.

Applications for Membership
In accordance with Article 4, Section 2 ( c ) as
ammended December 31 , 1979, of the ARA By -laws,
the following have applied for membership in the ARA .
If the Secretary receives no objections to their mem bership by the last day of the month following publica tion the applicants will be admitted to membership.
5572 Kleinendorst, Debbie, 102 Cedar Dr .,
Waverly , IA 50677 . Proposed by Eric Jackson.
Collecting interests : NORTH AMERICA United
States all, Scott Listed all, Tobacco , Local posts ,

State all
5573 Bartshe, R . Timothy , 13955 W. 30th Ave.,
Golden, CO 80401 - 1503 . Proposed by ARA Sec retary , South Africa
5574 Clark , Thomas J., 20 Current Dr ., Newton,
NJ 07860. Proposed by Ron Lesher. Collecting
interests: NORTH AMERICA Embossed Rev.
Stampeds Paper , Stamped Revenue Paper , Financial Documents, Stamps on Documents
5575 Graham, Richard , 407 Harlow Dr. , Antioch,
CA 94509. Proposed by Jerome Lurie. Collecting
interests : WORLDWIDE Revenues, Cinderellas,
NORTH AMERICA Scott Listed all, Narcotic,
Non -Scott listed all
5576 Helgeson, Neil, 5684 16th Ave. SE, St.
Cloud, MN 56304. Proposed by Eric Jackson .
Collecting interests : WORLDWIDE Revenues,
Cinderellas, Local Posts , Literature, NORTH
AMERICA United States All
5577 Leippe , Michael, PO Box 149, Castella,
CA 96017. Proposed by Eric Jackson. Collecting
interests : NORTH AMERICA Scott Listed all,
Proofs & Essays , EUROPE Italy
5578 Howery, Arthur , 2222 SE 152nd, Portland,
OR 97233. Proposed by Michael Jaffe. Collect ing interests: NORTH AMERICA Scott listed all,
Wines , Playing Cards , Telegraphs
5579 Stibil, C. W., 90 W. Main St., Norwalk, OH
44857. Proposed by Richard Friedberg. Collecting interests: NORTH AMERICA Wines , Distilled
Spirits Excise, Rectification, EUROPE Yugoslavia

100

5580 Naowm, Willliam, Rua Eng. Portela No .
76, Anapolis Goias 75024100 Brazil . Proposed
by Luiz R . F . Curado . Collecting interests :
WORLDWIDE Revenues, United States all, AFRICA British Africa, French Africa, ASIA , British
Colonies/Commonwealth
5581 Buckwalter , Nathan C., 2817 Brookfield
Rd., Lancaster , PA 17601 . Proposed by Eric
Jackson. Collecting interests : NORTH AMERICA
Narcotic , distilled spirits Excise, rectification, li quor Strips , Hygrometer labels

Resigned
4258 Albright , R A
2533 Terry , Robert M
5373 Quenec’Hdv , Jean-Luc
5444 Boyd, Kenna
5250 Sennertt , Herbert
5488 Ifft , Richard A .
5450 Cahn , Alan
5476 Ryman, Phillip
5456 Novak , Frank
5460 Wilkie , Chuck
5262 McCarren, William

Deceased
4994
4795
4655
3188
2053
1854

Hopman, Herman WM
Stephenson, George
Prince, Bob
Fecht ’ s , Stephen
Aiello , Joseph
Cerini, Martin

Address Changes
5006, Fracchia, Allen V., 6689 shay Lane, Paradise, CA 95969
5209, Petoukhov, Michael, Altayskaya 4-341,
107207 Moscow Russia
5306, Taylor , Allan H., 62H Stephenson St . ,
Blenheim New Zealand
4724, Dixon , Warde H., PMB 314, 4725 E . Sunrise Dr., Tucson, AZ 85718- 4534
1140 , Barber , William A ., PO Box 15009, Chesapeake, VA 23328-5009
1883, Lifshin, Arthur, %Elizabeth Khoodikians Guillette, 1181 S. East Ave., Oak Park, IL 60304
5434, Mollah, Kimberly , 1608 Buckilngham Rd.,
Harrisburg, PA 17111 - 6975
5163 , Timko , Robert , 4041 Sherry Hill Rd.,
Hellertown, PA 18055
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4987, Fletcher , James , 134 Wagon Trail, 125, Bloomfield Hills , Ml 48301 -3158
Mooresville, IN 46158
2761 , Kersten, Milton, 100 W . Moore Dr . Lot 20,
5132, Denison, John, 6420 South Shire Dr., Pharr , TX 78577- 6703
Whitehall, Ml 49461
5026, Ivester , Alan, 280 W. Renner Rd. # 2525,
1091 , Brandt , Jack, 6048043rd Ave. SW , Calgary Richardson, TX 75080
AB, Canada T2P 0G9
4078 , Schey , Kathie , 4137 Admirable Dr . ,
1949, Waitt , Timothy , 3115 Harney Ct., Rock - Ranches Palos , CA 90247-5008
ford, IL 61108-1852
5145 , Schoegje , R . J. , PO Box 304, Neotsu, OR
5183, Sor -Reime, Geir, Haugliveien 10, NO- 97364
4020 Stavanger Norway
4933, Schulzinger, Mark, 4131 N. 18th Place ,
2717, Peterson, Gary , 1068 Leckie Dr., Sarnia Phoenix , AZ 85016
Ontario Canada N7S 1 B6
5286, Miller , Richard Hustad , 41 New London
1714, Clemons, John, 6905 Telegraph Rd . Ste. Turnpike, Uncasville, CT 06382

The Editor notes •••
... that we do not have reservation cards for
the convention hotel at BALPEX ’99 . I have
been advised that anyone wanting rooms at
our annual convention should call the Hunt
Valley Marriott at 410- 785- 7000 as soon as
possible ( do not call Marriott’s toll free num ber ). There is a special rate of $83 per night ;
ask for the BALPEX rate .
.. . that as of this writing (July 5 ) the ARA
does not have a new Secretary. Our bylaws
specify that the board shall appoint a Secretary , so at some time we shall have to. But for
now Eric Jackson , our Vice President , with
the help of his office help has stepped in to fill

the void . The Secretary’s Report above is the
beginning of that effort . Uncashed dues
chesks have been turned over to the Trea surer and the Secretary’s membership lists
are being computerized to lessen the work
required of the Secretary . This will also allow
duplicate copies to be kept by several indi viduals.
. .. that we still need someone to come forward
who is willing to take on the work of the Secretary. If you would like to assist your society
by filling this position , please contact our
President Ron Lesher ( Box 1663, Easton , MD
21601 or e- mail < revenuer@dmv .com > ) .

8 ) Brown stamps of cigar tax
9 ) Green stamps of candy tax
10 ) Red stamps of motor vehicle registration

25 ) Almanac fee stamps
The manuscript , in Danish , is already
written for chapters 2 , 6-12 and 17 . Chapters
21, 23, 24 and 25 can be finished easily due to
his earlier book and articles. At the moment
Rafner is writing the chapter of stamped pa per , the first kind of Danish revenues. The
chapter includes an interesting history of
their introduction in 1657.
Rafner admits that it is difficult to define
exactly those items which should be regarded
as objects of fiscal philately—for instance , in
the July-August
1998 issue of The American Revenuer , an
article described the British horse duty tick ets. Similar tickets were in use in Denmark
1657-1829 as part of the so -called milage
tax . However , he has never seen any of the
Danish tickets.
Rafner estimates that about one year’s
work remains to be done on this catalog .

Danish catalog! from page 97

tax
11) Violet stamps of cosmetics tax
12 ) Value stamps of leather and shoe tax
III . Other documentary tax stamps
13 ) Motor tax stamps
14 ) Tax stamps for bonds
15 ) Jewelry tax stamps
16 ) Feed Grain stamps
17 ) Tax stamps for Import Licenses
18) Extraordinary tax stamp
IV. Stamps used on taxed goods
19 ) Stamps of playing cards
20 ) Customs stamps of phonograph records
21) Banderoles of tobacco and alcohol prod

ucts
22 ) Price control labels for cosmetics
23 ) Price control labels for chemicals
24 ) Stamps of topographic maps
The American Revenuer , May 1999
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«“610-926-6200 • FAX 610-926-0120 •e-mail ejackson @ epix. net
Post Office Box 728 • Leesport , PA 19533-0728

MAIL AUCTION #142

-

CLOSING DATE: September 15, 1999
All lots are illustrated in color on our website: www.ericjackson.com ,

TERMS OF SALE: Lots will be sold to the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second high bid . Tie bids go to the earliest
received. Bid on any sheet of paper. Minimum bid is $ 2.00. Successful bidders who are ARA members will have their lots sent with
an invoice. Postage and handling will be added to the invoice , minimum $ 1.50. All payments are due upon receipt of invoice. I accept

American Express , Discover, Mastercard , and Visa. Send all of the raised information on the card . Pennsylvania residents will have

6% sales tax added to their purchases .

.

All stamps are in used condition unless noted as mint (*)

STATE REVENUES
Catalogue Numbers and values are from the
Hubbard State Revenue Catalogue , 1960 edition
except for the Fish and Game stamps , which are from the
Ducks ' 91 CD- ROM Catalogue ,
unless noted otherwise in the description

1

2
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5
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8
9
10
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31
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36
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38
39
40
41
42
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45
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60
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CALIFORNIA Apple Inspection , Cabot # 2 * VF
light crease PHOTO
3* VF creases and tiny tear
7* VF light crease
8* VF small tear
9* VF crease

10* VF
COLORADO Liquor Transfer, LT 1 VF crease
PHOTO
FLORIDA Fertilizer, FE 31 * horizontal pair ,
imperf between, VF PHOTO
Peat and Humus , PHI *, PH2 creases. PH3, F-VF
3.03
GEORGIA City of Smyrna , Beer Tax, 36c & 84c
green & yellow, mint , VF
IDAHO Malt Tax , Ml , 2 and 3a, all mint , and M 3
used , VF
ILLINOIS Beer, B5 F-VF crease, small abrasion
1.50
B 8 staple holes, VF
1.00
B 24 F- VF tack hole , small faults
2.50
B37* VF
B38a* VF
B44 VF tack hole , small abrasion
2.00
Liquor , L35, 36 and 38 * VF
Case Liquor , LC 1 VF creases
Fertilizer, FE7 Benson sig., VF PHOTO
INDIANA Feed Inspection , Fl -3* , John Doe &
Co. inscription , VF
6.00
Fertilizer Inspection , FE 1 , la, both mint, VF
Oleomargarine
,
#
*
IOWA
Litchfield 641 VF
8.00
671* VF PHOTO
15.00
672* 7 mm between center numerals , VF PHOTO 15.00
Feed Inspection , F5 VF thin spot
3.00
F8* F PHOTO
8.00
F10* F-VF
1.25
FI 1 * F-VF
1.25
F12* F-VF
1.15
FI 3* F-VF
3.00
F14* F- VF
4.00
F16* F-VF PHOTO
10.00
7
FI * F- VF PHOTO
10.00
FI 9* F-VF
4.00
F20* F-VF
4.00
F21 * F- VF
4.00
F22* F- VF
4.00
F23* F-VF
4.00
F24* F-VF PHOTO
5.00
3.00
F28* F- VF
KENTUCKY Exoort Liquor, EL3 F- VF irregular
at left PHOTO
RRR
Import Liquor, IL4a* sheet of twelve, VF
7.20
IL9* sheet of 48 , VF folded between two rows,
creases along bottom row'
7.20
IL 13* sheet of twenty-four , VF
3.60
1.80
IL 14* sheet of twelve, VF
Liquor, L2 b , 3b, 19, 24a 29, and 32, all mint , VF
2.25
LI 0-13 unused , F- VF
Wine , W 11 , 16a ( unlisted ) , 17, 18, and 24, mint , VF
Sales Tax , S 1 -6, VF PHOTO
Feed Inspection , FE 50 , 60, 61 , 61a & 62, mint ,
F-VF
LOUISIANA Cigar CR 6-10 mint except 10c,
9.70
F- VF, 50c with straight edge
Law Stamp, Dl -5, 7, punch cancels, F- VF
4.11
Lottery. LY 2 unused , F-VF PHOTO
20.00
6.00
LY 7 * VF PHOTO
Cigars, CR 1 -5* F-VF 68c with straight edge
10.15
,
VF
Inspection
2
FI
creases PHOTO
R
Feed
F51 -3, 56, 58 -63, 70, 72-4, 76 -80, 84-6a mint , VF 3.40
1.50
MARYLAND Beer B 8* VF light crease
Liquor Meter , L25 F- VF
2.88
Wine W 11 -17* F- VF
Baltimore City Tobacco Meter, 6c green. VF
6c red , F- VF
15c red , F-VF comer crease
Baltimore County Tobacco, Tl * VF PHOTO

L35 -40* F- VF
5.80
Fortified Wine, WF1 -7* VF
2.90
WF8, 9 & 11* VF
2.50
WF12* VF
3.00
WF13-17* VF
2.35
WF20-24* VF
2.55
WF27-33* VF
7.35
WF34-40* VF
4.25
144 Wine Light , WL8- 14* VF
5.70
145 WS15 20* VF
4.00
146 WS22-28* VF
3.80
147 WL29-34* VF
2.85
148 Beer B 16* VF crease
4.00
149 B 18* VF PHOTO
6.00
150 B 21. 24 and 25* VF
9.50
151 B 34* VF
2.50
152 B37-45* VF
10.85
153 B 52* VF
2.50
154 B60* VF
5.00
155 B 64* VF
3.00
156 NEW JERSEY Cigarette, Cl , 3 and 4* blocks of
ten, VF
4.00
157 Trout Fishing , NJT1 30*, 1953-67 complete, VF 167.75
158 Woodcock Hunting , NJW 1 * VF
15.00
159 NJW-2* VF
17.50
160 NEW YORK Mortgage Endorsement , D33
unused, VF
161 Liquor, L2 unused, VF couple small thins
5.00
162 L5 VF small tear at left , crease in top margin
PHOTO
163 L7 unused, F couple small tears, crease in top
margin
5.00
164 Processed Trout and Game , TGI * F-VF PHOTO
165 NORTH CAROLINA Linseed Oil , L04 unused,
VF crease
RR
166 NORTH DAKOTA Beer , B5* vertical row of
perfs thru center, VF
3.50
167 B41 staple holes, VF
1.50
168 OHIO Wine, W5* vertical pair , imperforate
horizontally, VF
169 Beer, B47* VF
2.50
170 B 50* VF
3.75
171 OREGON Oregon & Washington Melon Sc
Tomato Marketing Agreements, 4'/2 C, 25c, 50c,
and $ 1 , mint, VF
172 PENNSYLVANIA Beer, B16 F-VF PHOTO
5.00
173 B 19 F- VF
1.00
174 SOUTH CAROLINA Liquor Meters, L16, 24 and
29, F-VF small faults
175 Export Liquor , LEI F-VF creases
176 Oil Inspection , 0133-8* VF
177 SOUTH DAKOTA Migratory Waterfowl , Scott
# 1 * VF PHOTO
475.00
178 TENNESSEE Cigar, CR 12 19* VF
4.05
179 Liquor, Ll -6* VF
2.20
180 L 13* block of ten , VF
10.00
181 Wine, Wl -4* VF
1.20
182 TEXAS Cigarette, C 14a* imperforate block of
four, VF
283 Liquor, L5* VF PHOTO
184 Export Liquor , ELI * VF PHOTO
5.00
185 Wine, W 12* VF PHOTO
RR
186 Beer, B 14* VF
3.50
187 B 16* VF PHOTO
4.50
188 B 18* VF PHOTO
RR
189 B 19* PHOTO
RRR
190 B55 * 1955 provisional , VF PHOTO
191 B56* 1955 provisional , F
192 Pharmaceutical Liquor, PL1* VF PHOTO
193 UTAH Game Bird License, UTGB - 1, Scott Al ,
booklet with one pane of 25 stamps, mint, VF 1,250.00
194 UTGB -2, Scott A2, mint, VF. unpriced in Scott
PHOTO
125.00
195 Trapping License, UTTP-1* VF
196 UTTP-2* VF
9.50
197 Fishing License , UTF-1* VF
5.00
198 UTF-2* VF
4.00
199 UTF-2* booklet with one pane of 25 stamps, VF 100.00
200 UTF-3* VF
3.00
201 UTF-3* booklet with one pane of ten stamps, VF 30.00
202 UTF-3* booklet with one pane of 25 stamps, VF 75.00
203 UTF-4* VF
6.00
204 UTF-6* VF
5.00
205 UTF- 7* VF
3.00
206 UTF-8* VF
4.00
207 UTF-8* booklet with one pane of ten stamps, VF 40.00
208 UTF-9* VF
6.50
209 VIRGINIA Wine, W 10 VF
2.50
210 WASHINGTON Matesen Catalogue Numbers)
Wine , W7-8, 10-14* VF
3.55
211 W 15 - 17, 19* VF
3.65
212 Beer, B 22* VF PHOTO
213 B 25* VF
1.25
214 B 26* VF
1.25
215 Apples, A7-12* VF
15.10
216 A 13 20* F- VF
5.95
217 Bulb, BUI -8* F-VF
1.73
218 W EST VIRGINIA Medicinal Liquor , ML 1 VF
short perf PHOTO
5.00
219 ML2* F-VF PHOTO
3.00
220 Soft Drink , SD 1 -9* VF, SD7 is unpriced in
Hubbard,
4.40+
221 SD 10-14* VF
3.60

136
137
238
139
! 140
141
142
143

ERIC JACKSON

66
67
68
69

T2* VF PHOTO
T3* straight edge, F-VF PHOTO
T4* VF PHOTO
MICHIGAN Beer, B 37a Specimen with security
punch , no serial number, VF
70 B 38 Specimen , as above, VF
71 B 43 Specimen , as above, VF PHOTO
72 Liquor Seal , LS9* F- VF
2.00
73 Malt Tax, M 1 , 4, 10, 12, 13, & 19, mint , F-VF
3.45
74 Apple Advertising , Al -7 VF
1.48
75 Apple Advertising Card , AC2 F creases
76 AC9 sans -serif serial # , VF staple holes, creases
77 AC9 serif serial # , VF tack holes, crease
78 MINNESOTA Oleomargarine , Litchfield #727
VF pinhole, creases PHOTO
7 00
79 Wine & Liquor, WL46, 51-4 * VF
4.60
80 Hunting License Surcharge , Scott # A 1 F-VF
comer crease
12.00
81 MISSOURI Secured Debt , D6 VF crease PHOTO R
82 Beer B 1 * VF
83 B 2* VF
1.00
84 B 5 * VF reinforced between stamp and stub
5.00
85 B 9 F creases and holes from cancel
10.00
86 B 13 F creases, tear and small hole
R
87 B 16* VF
3.00
88 B 17 F- VF small faults
5.00
89 B 23* VF
2.00
90 B 26 * F
5.00
91 B 27* VF
92 B 28* F- VF
93 B 29* VF
1.25
94 B 31* VF
1.25
95 B 33* VF
2.50
96 B 48* VF crease
3.00
97 B 50 * VF PHOTO
3.50
98 Gasoline , Gl * VF
2.00
99 G 13 staple holes, VF
3.00
100 G 15 VF crease
2.50
101 G 20 F left margin tom away
10.00
102 G 25 F- VF
6.00
103 G36a VF
2.50
104 G 38 VF crease
2.00
105 G 39 VF
1.50
106 G 48 VF small tear in top margin
107 G3-4, 9, 16-7, 19, 24 , 26-9, 32, 40-45, 47, VF some
with creases
17.30
108 Kerosene , K 1 VF
109 K 12 staple holes, VF
3.50
110 K 14 VF crease
2.50
111 K 17 VF
2.00
112 K 19 VF PHOTO
7.50
113 K 22 VF
3.00
114 K23 VF
2.00
115 K26a VF
8.00
116 K30 VF
3.00
117 K39 VF crease
3.50
118 K39a VF
5.00
119 K 41 VF light crease
7.50
120 K48 VF
,
4
,
,
,
,
,
121 K3 18 20 29, 31 -3 44 5, 47 VF few with
creases
6.30
122 Apple Advertising , Al -5 , 8-9, 11 -12, 13-16, mint ,
VF
123 Jefferson , Secured Debt , 25c , mint , F small stain
and abrasion PHOTO
124 City of St . Louis, Secured Debt , SLD 1 -2, 4-8*
straight edges, VF
125 Cole County, Secured Debt , $ 2, mint , F PHOTO
126 Jackson County, Secured Debt , JA - D6 VF
PHOTO
10.00
127 St. Louis County, Secured Debt , 1.25. mint , VF
PHOTO
128 MONTANA Liquor Seal , LS 10* VF PHOTO
129 Punchboard , PB 1 *, PB 2, PB5 , VF
130 NEVADA Documentary , D 14* VF
2.50
131 Wine and Liquor, WL3 imperforate pair, F- VF
PHOTO
132 NEBRASKA ( Pruess Catalogue Numbers ) Liquor,
Ll -6* VF
13.00
9.00
133 L 10- 12 * VF
4.00
134 LI 3- 16, 20-22* VF
135 L27- 33* VF
6.40
,

-

-

-

-

Member's Ads
Wanted: Playing Cards stamps ! I will buy or rebate stamps . Scott A . McClung , 8381 - H
trade other revenue material for your duplicate Montgomery Run Road , Ellicott City , MD 21043.
* 1502 *
RF material. All RF or RU material is wanted .
documentaries
revenue
Issue
Third
,
,
WestSunridge
Second
and
Drive
,
Richard Lesnewski 1703
* 1498 *
WANTED . Anything interesting or unusual .
Tucson, AZ 85737.
Documents, cancels, bisects, multiples , etc. Mike
:
Republican
Selling revenues of Iraq Royal and
, Box 441 , Worthington, OFI 43085 .
Morrissey
.
stamps on piece, packets , topicals on revenues
* 1503 *
R . S. Majeed, P.O. Box 42046 , Baghdad 12631 ,
*
*
1499
Iraq . ( ARA 5544)
Driver ’ s licenses , Automobile windshield
stickers wanted. Have many to trade .
Dr. Edward Miles, 888-8th Avenue,
* 1500 *
New York City , NY 10019.
Over 800 battleship ( R 161 - R 172 and
RB20 - RB31 ) plate number singles for
sale or trade . I am always a buyer of
any plate number pieces of any
revenues, possessions, postage dues
Specializing in Canada, China
and newspapers (PRs ). Steve Witting,
Box 2742, Springfield, MO 65801 - 2742.
France & Colonies, Portugal & Colonies, etc.
* 1501 *
Wanted to buy : U . S . insurance
P.O. Box 396, Station N.D.G.
Phone: 514-481-2300
company coin , free information ,
Montreal, Quebec
Fax: 514-481-2698
recommendation stamps ; magazine,
Canada H4A 3 P 7
E-mail: mtmstamps@videotron.ca
book club savings stamps ; trading/gift/

ARA members:
send your re quest for free ad
to Editor , The
American Rev enues Rockford,
Iowa 50468 0056 USA Send
on a postal card,
,

one ad at a time ,
limit 20 words
plus address,
must be about
revenues or
conderellas. First
come , first
served, space
available .

Gordon Brooks

Quality Worldwide Revenues

ARA - APS-GPS- NSDA ( send for FREE list ) SRS- APRL- many more

CANADIAN revenues

REVENUE & CINDERELLA LITERATURE

Telephone & Telegraph franks
Tobacco & Liquor stamps
Duck, Hunting & Wildlife
Conservation stamps
semi-official airmail stamps
selected Foreign revenues

WORLDWIDE REVENUE STAMP CATALOGS-OVER 260 TITLES IN STOCK
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE LIST EXTANT

BUYING AND SELLING
ALL WORLDWIDE REVENUES AND CINDERELLAS
"
WRITE FOR FREE COPY OF MY MONTHLY ‘1871 CINDERELLA SALES CATALOG
ALWAYS BETWEEN 600-800 LOTS LISTED INCLUDING MANY REVENUES

DON G . REUTER

THE 1871 SHOP

Phone ( 248) 486 7733
( 248) 486 9610
Fax

P. 0. Box 190
South Lyon . Ml 48178

ARA #2072

we buy & sell them all

IMMEDIATE PAYMENT

Regular Auctions - lavishly illustrated catalogues ,
newsletters, price lists, etc . - free sample.

Revenues, Documents, Revenue Stamped Paper
U.S. & Possessions
Mexico, Canada-Worldwide
Ship insured with price or for offer
Also selling-send SASE for latest pricelist

E.S.J. van Dam Ltd.

W. G. KRENPER
P O. BOX 693 Bartow FL 33831
.

,

,

Phone 941-535-9422 (evenings)

104

Latest - 100 page - full colour - Canada revenue catalogue
direct from the author US$13.95.

Canadian revenues Bought & Sold since 1970

P.O . Box 300A , Bridgenorth, Ont., Canada K0L 1 H 0
Phone ( 705 ) 292 - 7013 Fax ( 705 ) 292 - 6311
ASDA . APS

ARA,CSDA

email: esvandam@ esjvandam.com
visit our website : www . esjvandam . com
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Let Us Help You With
Your Special Collection
U.S. Revenues
• Revenue Essays
• Wines
• Telegraphs
• State Revenues • Cinderellas
• Match & Medicine
• Revenue Proofs
• Reds & Greens
• Taxpaids

^

CSauid' R. *3Oi Z Z £

/

COLLECTOR • DEALER • EXHIBITOR

buying and selling

U.S. FISH AND GAME STAMPS
specializing in exceptional single stamps, rare multiples and
examples on original licenses showing their usage

Want Lists Filled Promptly
Send for Our Current
Net Price Sale!
We are serious BUYERS of the above
as well as Foreign Revenues!

PHILATELIES
GOLDEN
& Myrna Golden. ARA
Jack

P .O. Box 484
Cedarhurst, New York 11516

P. O. BOX 4298 • SANTA ROSA, CA 95402

Phone (516) 791 1804
FAX (516) 791 7846

email: drtorre@pacbell.net • fax 707-546-4859

Canadian
Revenues
a

707-525-8785

MRI

nini
k i
William T. McDonald
I

Send for latest price list

n

Q revenue
contains 40 50|
£ i- t :
ypi [f
covering all aspects of Canada and
the Provinces.
our
Write:, call o; iiiiii
* to
deluxe illu HH n ogue.

Each s

^ ^^
Robert A. Lae Auctions

Box 1287
Coupeville, WA 98239- 1287

ARA

mcdonald@ whidbey.net

APS

.

# 203-1139 Sufierland Avenue
Kelowna, B . C . V1Y 5Y 2
Telephone 1-800- 755- 2437
Fax ( 604) 860 -0818

BDR ?
The Battleship Desk Reference
by R . Mustacich and A. Giacomelli (ARA #4901 and 448)
Guide to cancellations on 1898 proprietary revenue stamps — a study
containing over 10 ,000 listings of companies and cancellations.
336 pages, reference quality, sewn hardbound — with over 100 illustrations
$64.95 + $5 shipping/handling (U. S . only). Please inquire for shipping outside U.S.

Send orders to: R. Mustacich, 722 Camino Cascada, Santa Barbara, CA 93111

Secure Shopping
24 Hours A Day.
-

Hi

m
mm
We're brand new again! Not only is the
it
11- A A e i a l MJH.I
world's largest stock of United States
Revenue Stamps on sale at our huge website,
but we've now installed a totally secure
“shopping cart” system! Online viewing,
UsT
Nowl
Stamps &
shopping and buying with us have never been
.
easier—or more fun! What's a “shopping
.-,
.
shopping
cart”? It's the same Internet
m*
* ** *
*
a
system you'll find at websites like
> j t j | .| .A ) g | j* j g j * | jyi
But
Bean
.
.
.
L
L
and
\
com
.
j *
amazon
J
Use our site's “Search”
wait! There's more! The Eric Jackson
feature to find the Revenue
Stamps you're seeking ( and
website features our monthly online
philatelic literature, too!).
:
View color images, then use
auctions, weekly specials, our
: your credit card for secure
.
stamp show schedule and lots of
online purchases.
helpful information and resources
mi
»
for the Revenue specialist.
*
d
* *** ** ** * * *
xx m *
£| .
i s i s j s mini
**
Things like our exciting new
» «*
*
REVENUE STAMPS Update newsletter and a
Eric Jackson's
^
—
wonderful series of articles by ARA president Ron REVENUE MjAm' S
Lesher. We're not waiting for the 21st century. Stamp
Newsletter
collecting fun on the Internet is at our newlyWhat A
Wine Stamp!
redesigned website right now! Why not visit
www.ericjackson.com tonight?
araacksenconv

,
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Books Price
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Visit Mat psse oftarri Our newsletter is oubfcsfied
inside the pnnted edition of oof quarter Price
List and me chief article in cur newsletter veil
appear here on our site simultaneous!/

We are proud to welcome Ron L esnor , president
of me American Revenue Association, with a fine
article as follows .

The S1.60 4/5 Wine Stamp

stamp than the S! 60
Is there a pUatei
4 / 5 w»c stamp? From where I nt tn the hobby, there is not I

Fr*t there u die strangeness of the denomsunoc - Si 60
mtmgmmm.
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Access the brand new online edition
of our newsletter and many other
helpful resources.

Eric Jackson
www.ericjackson.com

P.O. Box 728 • Leesport PA 19533-0728
(610) 926-6200 • Fax: (610) 926-0120 • Email: ejackson @ epix.net
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